[Search for a threshold to distinguish between locoregional and systemic reactions using the histamine liberation value and the LTC4 level].
Allergy to Hymenoptera venom (VH) effects more and more patients in France. It is manifest in two main forms, which are Loco-regional (RLR) and Systemic reactions (SR). This allergy is detectable amongst others by the techniques of histamine release (HR) and release of leucotrienes C4 (LTC4). The aim of this work has been to fix a threshold that gives differentiation of RLR ad RS by the two techniques. We found in a positive population a threshold histamine release (HR) value of 25% and a concentration of LTC4 of 600 ng/ml. These are the thresholds above which a patient would be at around 70% risk of RS. This study has a predictive value for patients who are suspected of allergy of VH or who have already had clinical reactions and risk sensitization.